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What is Cognitive 
Ability?

Ability, also called aptitude or 
student potential for learning, 
provides insight into students’ 
readiness to demonstrate 
creative problem-solving skills 
and learn in different situations 
and learning environments.



Let’s Talk about Our Why.    “Why Ability?”

Pair up with a neighbor 
from a different district

1. Does your district 
administer an ability test 
such as CogAT?

2. Why?

3. What do you do with the 
results?



The Golden Circle
Simon Sinek

WHAT
Every knows WHAT they do.

HOW 
Some know HOW they do it.

WHY
Very few know WHY they do what 
they do.  Why is the purpose. It is 
the very reason for WHAT we do.



The Golden Circle
Simon sinek

WHAT
Administer CogAT

HOW 
Administration Manual

Score Interpretation

WHY
1. GT Program Placement
2. Identification Letter to Parents
3. 15 Minutes of Enrichment/day



ICEBERG
@rob

Working memory

Short term/long term memory

Fluid reasoning

Inductive Reasoning

Deductive Reasoning

Sequential Reasoning

Reading fluency/comprehension Knowledge & Skills

Achievement

MotivationExecutive functions-Planning

Why Ability?
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Purpose of CogAT in Plano ISD 

● Measurement of a student’s cognition 

● Balanced view of the student

● Student Equity

● Language independent measure of ability

○ For non-native English speakers

○ For non-English speakers - EBs

● Screener for GT Identification *

Content Mastery
AND

 Increasing 
Students’ Ability 

to Think, 
Reason, and 

Transfer 
Knowledge



Purpose of CogAT in Plano ISD 

● Are we increasing students’ ability levels?
● Are students’ reasoning levels 

increasing over time?
● Is the Curriculum and Instruction rigorous to 

ensure that student ability levels are 
increasing over time?
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CogAT Profile
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Verbal Battery

Assesses students’ 
abilities to use search, 
retrieval, and 
comparison processes 
that are essential for 
verbal reasoning.
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Quantitative Battery

Assesses students’ abilities 
to reason about patterns and 
relations using concepts that 
are essential in quantitative 
thinking.
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Figural (Nonverbal) Reasoning
Assesses students’ abilities to 
reason with somewhat more 
novel questions that use spatial 
and figural content.
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Classroom Instructional Use

● To guide efforts to adapt 
instruction to the needs and 
abilities of students

● To provide an alternative measure 
of cognitive development

● To identify students whose 
predicted levels of achievement 
are markedly discrepant from their 
observed levels of achievement
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Let’s Contrast with ELL Programs

● Pre-Access EB/EL reading levels

● Place them in appropriate programs

● Use Reading Inventories and Levels to monitor growth

● Access using TELPAS annually

● Measure Growth



Default Teacher Report on our Assessment Platform
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● STAAR, CogAT, and MAP (Reading, Math, and Science)
● Multiple administrations
● CogAT Profile - Link to Riverside Profile page



Default Teacher Report on our Assessment Platform
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● STAAR, CogAT, and MAP (Reading, Math, and Science)
● Multiple administrations
● CogAT Profile - Link to Riverside Profile page



CogAT Profile for 7C (V+ Q-)
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Differentiated Instruction 
Report

Students with similar cognitive 
ability profiles are grouped for 
differentiated instruction and 
support.

Strategies provided to support 
strengths and weaknesses in 
cognitive ability with guidance 
around pacing, challenge, 
complexity, and cluster grouping

See Handout



John Hattie - Ability Grouping

“Visible Learning”, Hattie ranked 
138+ influences and related to 
learning outcomes from very positive 
effects to very negative effects.

Hinge Points: Influences that have 
effect sizes that are 0.40 or above.

Hinge Point above 0.40 provides a 
year’s worth of growth for a year’s 
input.

Common Practice:

Scores on high stakes 
tests are used to “label” 

and place students in 
intervention and in 
selective programs. 

Ability Grouping has 
“Effect Size” of 0.19. 



W7C (V+ Q-) Profile Say and “How to Group Kids”?

When Grouping, Aim for Diversity. Above-average students (stanines 7-8) are generally excellent 
group participants. Able to help explain concepts to other students, they learn much from group 
interactions. One factor, however, is whether even more-able members of the group overshadow their 
contributions. Although this is less of a concern for these students than for students who have average 
levels of reasoning abilities, it can occur if a student is reticent or if more assertive students dominate the 
group.

Very able students (stanine 9) can benefit from group interactions when they are able to explain difficult 
concepts to other students, but they learn more when they are also able to participate as learners. 
This is unlikely to happen with any regularity when such students work only with their age mates in typical 
classrooms. Students become learners when other members of the group have equal or greater 
competence. Competence is primarily defined by the student’s level of achievement in a domain. As one 
acquires higher levels of competence in any field, diversity in the range of perspectives represented 
in the group becomes more important for the acquisition of critical reasoning abilities than does 
diversity in ability. Thus, when grouping very able students with other students, try to devise groups 
in which the very able students will be learners--not just explainers--and in which there will be a 
diversity of perspectives among participants.

See Handout
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Composite SAS Score: 2017-18 Grade 1 Cohort
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Composite SAS Score: 2017-18 Grade 1 Cohort
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Ability + Performance: STAAR + CogAT Verbal

Very Low                Below Avg              Average                Above Avg              Very High

Very Low                Below Avg              Average                Above Avg              Very High
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Ability + Performance: STAAR + CogAT Verbal

Very Low                Below Avg              Average                Above Avg              Very High

Very Low                Below Avg              Average                Above Avg              Very High
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Ability + Performance: MAP Reading + CogAT Verbal

Very Low                Below Avg              Average                Above Avg              Very High
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Ability + Performance: MAP Reading + CogAT Verbal

Very Low                Below Avg              Average                Above Avg              Very High
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Ability + Performance:  CogAT + Any Content Based

Very Low                Below Avg              Average                Above Avg              Very High

Can use any Achievement 
Assessment t compare to 

Ability …

● STAAR 
● MAP
● IOWA
● TELPAS 



Talented and Gifted Students and Assessments
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The state's goal for G/T students is to ensure that students who participate in 
G/T services demonstrate self-directed learning, thinking, research, and 
communication skills. G/T students develop innovative products and 
sophisticated performances that reflect individuality and creativity and are 
targeted to an audience outside the classroom.

A gifted/talented student is a child or youth who performs at or shows the 
potential for performing at a remarkably high level of accomplishment when 
compared to others of the same age, experience, or environment and who

● exhibits high-performance capability in an intellectual, creative, or 
artistic area;

● possesses an unusual capacity for leadership; or
● excels in a specific academic field



Tracking Academic Performance
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Student Profile:
● Current in 8th Grade
● Economically Disadvantaged
● Former EL (Exited in Grade 5)



Tracking Growth in Student’s Ability
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Student Profile:
● Current in 8th Grade
● Economically Disadvantaged
● Former EL (Exited in Grade 5)



Tracking Growth in Student’s Ability - MAP Growth
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Tracking Growth in Student’s Ability - IOWA Growth
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● Estimated 
Growth 
Summary 
displays how well 
students are 
improving 
compared to the 
National group

Exceeds
Meets
Does Not Meet



Tracking Growth in Student’s Ability - IOWA Growth
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● Longitudinal Line 
Graph displays both 
Individual and Group 
growth across test 
administrations

Grey line represents the 
growth of the national 
group

 



What we think we do…



What our colleagues think we do…



What we really 
do…



Platinum Sponsor


